
Metro Athletics – No Show Protocols 

 

In the event you are running late for a game or the opposing team is not on 

site for your scheduled start time please follow the below protocols: 
 

1. ***If you are the team who is running late, please be proactive in letting your opponent 

know you are on the way. Reference the Coach’s contact sheet for their info and let them 

know your projected arrival time*** 

2. Host school, do not postpone your warm up unless you’ve been notified of a late arrival 

3. If you’ve received no notification check your email to identify if the game had been 

cancelled or rescheduled] 

4. Check with your Athletic Director if they have received notice of a game change 

5. Reference the Coach’s Contact sheet and call the number listed for your opponent’s coach 

or AD 

6. If they answer, identify they are on the way and wait the appropriate amount of time to 

facilitate the start time 

7. If there is no answer please wait a minimum of 45 minutes from the scheduled start time 

before allowing players and officials to depart 

8. Please report all no shows to the Metro office so we can find out what occurred and 

whether the game will be defaulted or rescheduled. 

 

In the event the official is missing leading up to your start time please follow 

the below protocols: 

 
1. Do not postpone your warm ups. Continue them so the game can still start at or close to 

the scheduled start time as the official might be running late. 

2. You may attempt to call the Metro office in the chance one of us is still on site.  

780-989-3005. We can then facilitate communication with the sport assignor. 

3. If no answer, please contact your sport assignor directly, but be aware they may be on 

court elsewhere or unavailable for immediate response. Reference the Coach’s contact 

sheet for their information. 

4. Wait an appropriate amount of time for a response (10-15 minutes). While waiting, head 

coaches can discuss and decide upon an agreed upon individual to facilitate the game 

should the official not show. (Be sure your teams stay warmed up) 

5. If an agreement can be made, start the game. If at any point the official does show, allow 

them to enter the game at an appropriate time. Report any missing or noticeably late 

officials to the Metro Office. 

6. If an agreement cannot be reached, wait up to 30 minutes before declaring the game 

incomplete. Report all incomplete games to the Metro office so we can facilitate a 

reschedule. 

 


